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 .1.12f i need a solution to this problem please help i hope it work... last time I had that issue it was because I was loading the
module with my original video card not the new one ya ya it is showing that it is a build of ubuntu But it is not starting up I have

latest firmware update i've had to go around to each of my windows and iphone and delete a bunch of files because i cannot
mount them. they say i can, but when i put them into my phone they don't show up in the new music area does anyone know

how to mount them to my phone? i have created one partition for the ubuntu nevermind i got them mounted Actually first time i
used ubuntu i had a problem similar to this i just had to update the ipod I have the same problem Actually I am still using
windows 7 Why am i here because it is not the ubuntu channel :) but the correct one So I am using windows 7 !ot | Shiva_

Shiva_: #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support channel, for all Ubuntu-related support questions. Please use #ubuntu-offtopic for other
topics (though our!guidelines apply there too). Thanks! But I want to use ubuntu Is there any way to reinstall my windows 7 and

then after windows 7 is re-installed Use ubuntu How can I do this !dualboot | Shiva_ Shiva_: Dual boot instructions:
x86/AMD64: - Macs: 82157476af
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